In this letter, we analyze the influence of motion and outof-focus blur on both frequency spectrum and cepstrum of an iris image. Based on their characteristics, we define two new discriminative blur features represented by Energy Spectral Density Distribution (ESDD) and Singular Cepstrum Histogram (SCH). To merge the two features for blur detection, a merging kernel which is a linear combination of two kernels is proposed when employing Support Vector Machine. Extensive experiments demonstrate the validity of our method by showing the improved blur detection performance on both synthetic and real datasets.
Introduction
The iris is the annular part between the black pupil and the white sclera [1] . This intensity pattern is believed to have enough detailed information for personal identity verification. Iris recognition thus has emerged as an important subfield of biometric identification, and has received considerable interest over the last few years.
One crucial problem in iris recognition is iris image blur detection. It is a process of detecting motion and outof-focus blurred iris images (see Fig. 1 ) that may lead to matching errors before all the other operations (i.e., localization, feature extraction, matching, etc.). The difficulty of this problem has two causes: first, there is no reference image that can be used for blur discrimination; second, it is hard to find discriminative blur features.
In essence, no-reference image blur detection is a crucial, yet elusive, problem in computer vision. A number of related works have been reported in literatures [2] - [4] . A significant point in no-reference image blur detection is modeling blur features. Therefore, various meaningful blur features have been defined for iris image blur detection in related works [1] , [5] - [8] . Daugman [1] used an 8 × 8 convolution kernel and extracted the total power in response as blur feature. Kalka et al. [9] employed a direction filter to calculate motion direction and then obtained motion length as blur feature. Moreover, Ma et al. [6] defined the ratios of image energy in low-, middle-and high-frequency as blur feature. In addition to the above methods which define blur features on frequency spectrum, there also exist some approaches which model blur features according to wavelet coefficients. Jang et al. [7] estimated the proportion of average wavelet coefficients in high and low frequency bands and defined this as blur feature. Chen et al. [10] proposed to use Mexican hat wavelet to extract wavelet coefficients of local region at different scales as blur feature. Zhou et al. [8] used the characteristics of glare for iris image motion blur detection and Gabor wavelet coefficients for out-of-focus blur detection. Actually, the above blur features defined according to frequency spectrums or wavelet coefficients are not only determined by the degree of image blur, but also by image content (i.e., texture, eyelash, etc.). This is the principle cause of misclassification of blurred and no-blurred iris image. To circumvent the above-mentioned drawbacks, more discriminative blur features are required. Thus, in this letter, we make the following contributions: (1) Define two new discriminative blur features represented by Energy Spectrum Density Distribution (ESDD) and Singular Cepstrum Histogram (SCH). (2) Employ multiple kernel learning method to combine the frequency spectrum and cepstrum features. (3) Demonstrate the improved performance of our method with respect to two other state-of-the-art methods.
Blur Feature Modeling

Image Blurring Model
Let us denote the blurred iris image by I b (x) where the subscript b indicates a blurred image and x = (x, y) ∈ R 2 are coordinates in image plane. Blur is usually modeled as a linear convolution of an original non-blurred image with point spread function (PSF), 
where * denotes convolution, w m (x) models the blurring caused by motion and w d (x) models the blurring caused by defocusing. In this work, we only analyze the uniform linear motion blur which is the most common case in iris capturing process. It is a blur that travels in a single direction and can be characterized by the following function [2] :
where · 2 denotes the 2 -norm, θ (·) calculates the direction of a vector. As seen in Eq. (4), motion blur depends on two parameters: motion length L and motion direction φ. The blurring degree completely depends on motion length. Moreover, the out-of-focus blur is considered as a spatial average of the original clear image (circle confusion). In practice, a simple parametric form is assumed for the defocused blurring function w d (x), more often than not, that is a uniform disk function given by [4] :
where R is the radius of circle confusion.
Frequency Spectrum and Cepstrum Analysis
Given image blurring model in spatial domain, we can estimate how blur affects the frequency spectrum of an iris image. Ignoring image noise n (x), the frequency spectrum of a blurred iris image can be approximated as:
where F {·} denotes Fourier transform. Equation (6) tells us that the frequency spectrum of an iris image after blurring can be approximated as the product of the frequency spectrum for original non-blurred iris image and PSF. Thus, once we have the parametric form of the frequency spectrum of PSF, we can then estimate how blur influences the frequency spectrum of an iris image. In fact, knowing the mathematical form of motion and defocused blurring function in spatial domain (see Eqs. (4) and (5)), we can estimate the frequency spectrum of PSF. Let us first analyze the frequency spectrum of arbitrary direction motion blur function, it is the Fourier transform of Eq. (4):
Here, u = (u, v) ∈ R 2 are the coordinates in Fourier domain, θ (u) calculates the direction of vector u. Equation (7) is a sinc function. Moreover, the frequency spectrum of out-offocus blurring function takes the form:
where J 1 (·) is the Bessel function of first kind. Then, the frequency spectrum for PSF can be calculated as the product of that for motion and defocused blurring function based on the convolution theorem for Fourier transform. One note that the amplitude of frequency spectrum for either motion or out-of-focus blurring function is close to zero in high frequency region but close to one in low frequency region, rendering the frequency spectrum of PSF has similar property. Figure 2 shows this. Until now, we can infer that blur reduces the energy spectral density (the square of the amplitude of frequency spectrum) of an iris image in high frequency region. The second column of Fig. 3 shows this difference between clear, motion blurred and out-of-focus blurred iris images. We will define energy spectral density distribution as our blur feature in Sect. 2.3. From the speciality of sinc and Bessel function, we can find that the PSF's frequency spectrum has periodic zeros along motion direction or zeros along circumference with different radius. For this peculiarity, we bring cepstrum for further analysis. Cepstrum is defined as the inverse Fourier transform of the logarithm of the magnitude of frequency spectrum. Based on this definition, ignoring the image noise, we have the approximated cepstrum formulation for blurred iris image:
where C {·} denotes cepstrum transformation. Then, Eq. (9) Fig. 2 The amplitude of frequency spectrum: (a) the amplitude of frequency spectrum of horizontal motion blurring function, and (b) The amplitude of frequency spectrum of out-of-focus blurring function. Fig. 3 The clear, out-of-focus and motion blurred iris images, their logenergy spectral densities (second column) and negative cepstrums in central region (third column).
can be written as:
Equation (10) tells us that the cepstrum of blurred iris image approximates the sum of cepstrums of original non-blurred image and PSF. Therefore, the zeros on the frequency spectrum of PSF must result large negative values on the cepstrum of blurred iris image based on the truth that the inverse Fourier transform of the logarithm of zero is negative infinite. In the third column of Figs. 3 (b) and (c), the bright points are large negative cepstrum points. Here, we define these points as singular cepstrum, whose cepstrum value is negative and magnitude is lager than a threshold τ 0 . They arise due to blur effect. In contrast, clear iris image has almost no singular cepstrum point (see Fig. 3 (a) ). In Sect. 2.3, we will define histogram of singular cepstrums as our blur feature.
Blur Feature
Due to the difference of energy spectral density in high and low frequency region between blurred and clear iris image, we thus define Energy Spectral Density Distribution (ESDD) as our blur feature. One note that all the above analysis lies on the continuous spatial and frequency domain. In practice, the given image is discretized, denoted by I(m), which is the result of sampling I(x) at the discrete pixel location m = (m, n) ∈ Z 2 . Its discrete Fourier transform is denoted byÎ (p) whereÎ (p) = F {I (m)}, and p = (p, q) ∈ Z 2 are the discrete coordinates in Fourier domain † . We use h s = (h s1 , h s2 , . . . , h sJ ) T ∈ R J to denote ESDD of an iris image. Each component of h s is:
where R j = p : f j−1 ≤ p 2 ≤ f j , p ∈ Z 2 is the j-th frequency band with the starting frequency f j−1 and the ending frequency f j , N j is the number of points in the j-th frequency band, and J is total number of frequency bands. From Eq. (11), each component of h s characterizes the energy spectral density of iris image at the j-th frequency band.
Then, we define the other blur feature on cepstrum of an iris image, namely Singular Cepstrum Histogram (SCH). Given an discretized input iris image I (m) and its cepstrum C I (m) where C I (m) = C {I (m)}. We use h c = (h c1 , h c2 , . . . , h cL )
T ∈ R L to denote its SCH, each component can be expressed as:
where # denotes the number of cepstrum values that fall into given bins (intervals), {τ l } are the predefined edge values of every histogram bin, l = 1, . . . , L, and L is the total number of histogram bins.
Feature Merging with Multiple Kernel Learning
Normally, frequency spectrum feature is a good feature for image blur detection. However, it alone is not sufficient to detect blurred image perfectly, as it is not only determined by the degree of blur but also by image content. Therefore, in this work, we define blur features on cepstrum of an iris image, which is almost determined by the degree of image blur and should be more discriminative. Defining blur feature on cepstrum is also one of the main contributions of this letter.
To merge the two proposed blur features defined on frequency spectrum and cepsteum, we use a merging kernel which is a linear combination of two kernels for final SVM classification [11] .
where h, h ∈ R J+L denote two blur feature examples, h s , h s ∈ R J are the ESDD features, h c , h c ∈ R L are the SCH features, J and L are the dimensionalities of the two types of features. α and β are the weights for the ESDD kernel and SCH kernel, respectively. As we suppose the sum of α and β is equal to one, they have the capacity of giving higher weight to the more discriminative feature. The kernel K s (·, ·) and K c (·, ·) could be any kind of Mercer kernel. The merging kernel is also a Mercer kernel by the sum rule.
Experiments
In order to evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we conducted our experiments in Matlab on 2.80 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo Processor for synthetic and real datasets: Synthetic Data -We generated the synthetic blurred iris images by convolving the blurring function with the randomly selected 124 subjects' 1075 in-focus (sharp) iris images. These images are from the ICE2005 database. The 1075 synthetic motion blurred images were obtained by applying motion blur functions with motion length from 5 to 60 pixels and motion orientation from 0 to 2π. The generation process of out-of-focus blurred images was similar and the radius of circle confusion was changed from 2 to 40 pixels. The additional adding noise is Gaussian noise with zero mean and 0.3 standard deviation. The total number of synthetic images is 3225 and the image size is 640 × 480. Real Data -We collected the real world in-focus, out-offocus, motion blurred iris images by using OKI Iris Passh camera from 63 subjects. Multiple defocused images (see Fig. 4 ) were captured from around −5 to 20 cm away from the in-focus position. The motion blurred images (see Fig. 4 ) were taken at the time there was relative motion between the head and camera. We finally captured 1764 iris images including 1280 focus images, 272 defocused images and 212 motion blurred images, and the image size is 640 × 480.
Our first experiment was testing the effect of the training set size on blur detection performance. We set the size of training set from 60 to 200, and the training and testing process was repeated 10 times (changing the training and testing sets) for each fixed training set size. The final average correct detection rates with different number of training images are plotted in Fig. 5 (a) . As can be seen, the correct blur detection rate on synthetic data reach 97% performance already with 120 training examples. When more training examples are added, the performance reach 98.1% with 200 training images. Furthermore, the performance on real data reaches a saturation point with 160 training images. Then, we learnt the kernel weight α and β in Eq. (13) through maximizing average correct detection performance. This was carried out by exhaustive search over a range of values with granularity 0.1 for α or β. The synthetic data was split into 200 training images (100 clear, 50 defocus and 50 motion blurred) and 3025 testing images. The best performance was obtained with α = 0.4 and β = 0.6, which means cepstrum feature has more influence. For real data set, we also split the data into two disjoint set: 160 images (80 clear, 40 motion blurred and 40 defocused) for training, and 1604 images for testing. The best performance was obtained with a = 0.3 and β = 0.7. Figure 5 (b) shows the detection rate curve with varying β on synthetic and real data.
To further evaluate the utility of our proposed algorithm, it was compared against two other methods [6] , [7] . [6] uses the frequency spectrum energy of high-, middleand low-frequency as blur feature and [7] uses the ratio of the average wavelet coefficients in high and low frequency bands. The final correct detection rate of every method and its standard deviation for 10 time tests on synthetic and real datasets are reported in Tables 1 and 2 . The results show a significant improvement in performance afforded by merging the ESDD and SCH features over using them separately. Moreover, ESDD+SCH performs significantly better than the algorithms proposed by Ma [6] and Jang [7] . The aver- age cost time of ESSD+SCH, and the methods proposed by Ma [6] , and Jang [7] are: 0.14 s, 0.04 s, and 0.07 s on synthetic dataset and 0.14 s, 0.04 s and 0.06 s on real dataset, respectively.
Conclusion
In this work, two discriminative blur features were proposed based on the frequency spectrum and cepstrum analysis of blurred iris images. Meanwhile, a merging kernel was employed to combine the two features for blurred and no-blurred image classification by SVM. Experiments were performed to compare our proposed method with two other existing methods. Consequently, improvement in blurred image detection accuracy was observed.
